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Abstract: In this paper complex polynomials {~rk}, ~rk(Z)= zk+ .... orthogonal with respect to the complex inner 
product ( f ,  g) = f~-~fl(O)gfl(O)wl(O) d0 will be studied. Here ~ ~ (0, ½~r) and for f ( z )  the function f1(0) is defined 
by fl(O) = f (  - iR + ei°l/R2 + 1 ), R = tan @. Under suitable integrability conditions on w and assuming the existence 
of an analytic ontinuation to the region M+ = { z ~ C: I z + i R I < ~/~ + 1, Im z > 0 }, these orthogonal polynomials 
always exist-- in contrast o the case q~ = 0, the semicircle treated by Gautschi (1989), Gautsehi et al. (1987) and 
Gautschi and Milovanovi6 (1986), where an extra condition on Re ]~w1(0 ) d0 is needed- -and they will be expressed 
in terms of the real polynomials orthogonal on [ -1 ,  1] with respect to w(x). This shows the connection between 
orthogonality on an arc and orthogonality on the spanning chord; on the arc there is no conjugate taken for the 
second factor. 
Keywords: Complex orthogonal polynomials, recurrence relations, zeros. 
1. Introduction 
Let w be a weight function which is positive and integrable on the open interval ( -1 ,  1), 
possibly singular in + l ,  which can be extended to a function w(z) holomorphic in the 
moon-shaped region M+ = { z ~ C: I z + iR I < R~5 + 1, Im z > 0}, where R > 0 is arbitrary. 
In [1-3] the case R = 0 is treated and in this paper the line of reasoning for R = 0 will be 
followed as far as possible. 
Let F be the circular part of OM+ and consider the two inner products 
[ f ,  g] = fl/(x)g(x)w(x) dx, (1.1) 
'n--q~ 
( f ,  g ) - -  f r f (Z )g(z )w(z ) ( i z  - R)  -1 dz= f~ fl(O)gl(O)wl(O) dO, (1.2) 
where the integrals are assumed to exist (possibly) as appropriately defined improper integrals. 
The transformation z ~ 0, leading to an index for the functions f,  g, w is given by 
z=- iR+e i°R~+l ,  ~<O~-~,  tan~=R.  (1.3) 
See Fig. 1. 
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Fig. 1. 
As (1.1) is positive definite, there exists a unique sequence of monic polynomials (Pk } (the 
real orthogonal polynomials) satisfying 
]{=0,  k~l ,  k , l=0,1 ,2 ,  , degpk=k. (1.4) [Pk, Pt >0, k=l ,  "'" 
The second inner product is not Hermitian, so usually the existence of corresponding orthogonal 
polynomials i not guaranteed. 
A system of monic complex polynomials (~r k} is called orthogonal on F if 
(~rk ' ~rt)(=0'q=0, k=l,k*l' k , l=0,1 ,2 , . . . ,  degTrk=k. (1.5) 
Later on it will become clear, that a system (7r k ) does exist if only 
' r r - -~  
Ref~(z ) ( i z -  R) -1 dz = Ref~ wl(O ) dO ~ 0. (1.6) 
Unlike the case R = 0, however, it is rather simple to prove that this condition is automatically 
satisfied for R > 0. 
Following the structure of [2], existence of the (~r~ } will be treated in Section 2, along with a 
representation for ~r k as linear combination of Pk and Pk-1 (automatically the coefficient of Pk 
must be equal to unity because of the degree restrictions, the coefficient of pk_ 1 will be complex 
and different from zero). In Section 3 this representation will be used to derive a three-term 
recurrence r lation. 
In Section 4 the weight w will be taken symmetric, i.e., w( -z )  = w(z), and in Section 5 the 
location of the zeros of { ~r k} in the symmetric ase will be considered. 
As expected, the limit for R ~ oo reduces all formulae to those for the ordinary real 
orthogonal polynomials ( Pk } ; the limit for R $ 0 leads, taking some precautions, to the results in 
[2,31. 
2. Existence and representation of ~r k
Assume that w is a positive weight function on ( -1 ,  1), holomorphic in M÷= { z ~ C: 
I z + iR  I < R~+ 1, Im z > 0}, and such that the integrals in (1.1), (1.2) exist for smooth f, g. 
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If C,, c > O, denotes the boundary of M+ with small circular parts of radius c and centers 
spared out at _ 1, we can apply Cauchy's theorem to find 
O= fcg(Z)w(zl dz 
= .,+r 
for any polynomial g ~ P. Here F ~ P. Here F,, 7,,±1 are the circular parts of C,. 
Assume that w satisfies 
l imf  Iw(z)l Idzl =0, (2.2) 
c J,0 '/3',,+1 
and let c $0 in (2.1); we find, using limc~ofv,.±,g(z)w(z ) d  = 0, 
1 O= fg(zlw(z) dz= fg(z)w(zldz+ f-lg(x)w(x)dx' g~P,  (2.3) 
(here C = 0M+, of course). 
Both the (monic, real) polynomials {pk(Z)) orthogonal with respect o (1.1) and the associ- 
ated polynomials of the second kind 
qk(z) =(1  pk(z ) - -Pk (X)w(x)dx ,  k=0,1 ,2 , .  (2.4) 
J-1 z :x  "" 
satisfy a three-term recurrence relation and initial values 
Yk+l = (Z -- ak )Y  k -- bkYk_ l ,  k = 0, 1, 2 . . . .  , 
y_ l=0,  y0=l  for {Pk}, y_l = --1, 
(2.5) 
yo=O for {qk}, (2.6) 
and a k E R, b k > 0. Finally, introduce the moments corresponding to the inner products (1.1) 
and (1.2) 
mk=[xk ,  1], #k=(zk ,  1), k=0,  1,2 . . . . .  (2.7) 
and take the special value b o in (2.5) given by 
b0=m0" (2.8) 
It is now possible to formulate the following theorem. 
Theorem 2.1. (A) Let w be a weight function, positive on ( - 1, 1), holomorphic on M+ = ( z 
C : I z + iR [ < R~ + 1, Im z > 0), and such that (2.2) is satisfied and the integrals in (2.3) exist 
(possibly) as improper integrals. 
Then there exists a unique system of ( monic, complex) orthogonal polynomials { ~r k} with respect 
to the inner product (1.2). 
(B) Denoting by { Pk ) the ( monic, real) orthogonal polynomials with respect o the inner product 
(1.1), { q'r k } satisfies 
~rk(z)=pk(z)-- iOk_lPk_a(Z), k=0,1 ,2 , . . . ,  (2.9) 
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oo  where the { k- 1 } k = 0 follow from 
t topk( - - iR)  + iqk(-- iR) 
Ok-1 = i t topk_ l ( _ iR  ) _ qk- l ( - - iR ) '  
or, alternatively, from 
bk 
Ok = --R + iak + Ok_~ ,
Finally 
k=0,  1, 2 , . . . ,  (2.10) 
k = 0, 1, 2 . . . .  , 0_ 1 =/z o. (2.11) 
(Trk, 7rk) 
Ok-1 = [Pk-1, Pk-1]'  k= 1, 2, 3 , . . . ,  0-1 =/~o" (2.12) 
Remarks. (1) The formulae (2.10), (2.11) show that the existence of the (~rk) is intimately 
connected to the nonvanishing of i /~0Pk_l(-- iR ) - -qk_ l ( - - iR )  for k >~ 0 or, equivalently, to 
0k-1 =~ 0 for k >~ 0. Thus, if formulae (2.9), (2.10) are used to define { ~r k} starting from { Pk }, 
already the starting value for the continued fraction representation (2.11) has to be checked! 
In [2] the condition Re t0 = Re(l, 1) ¢ 0 was necessary, but this time, however, it is an easy 
consequence of Cauchy's integral formula and no conditions on w are needed. 
(2) Using the function of the second kind 
f] Pk(X)w(x)dx ,  k>~O, Ok(Z) = 
1 
which satisfies (2.5) with Y-1 = 1, we find po( - iR )  = i/z o, pk(Z)po(Z) = qk(z) + pk(Z) (k >1 1), 
and furthermore 
1 pk( - - iR )  
Ok-l= i Pk_ l ( - - iR ) '  k>~0. (2.10') 
Lemma 2.2. Let w be as before; then 
t0 = (1 1) = Rfa lw(x  ) dx 
' _ X 2 q- R 2 
Proof. As lim,,0fv,.± ' [w(z) [ Idz I = 0, we find for any function f analytic on M+ 
// // 0= (z )w(z)  dz= ( z )w(z )  dz + f (x )w(x)  dx,  
1 
and inserting f (z )  = (iz - R )  -1  
O= fw(z ) ( i z -  R) -1 
dx  
- -  + i l l  xw(X)x  2 "  R2 ¢0 .  (2.13) 
~-1 -t- 
The first integral is just/~0 = (1, 1) and the second leads to the f ight-hand side of (2.13). [] 
Proof of Theorem 2.1. (A) The existence of the monic complex polynomials (~r k } follows from 
the regularity of the underlying linear functional (cf. [5]). 
(B) Putting 
g(z )  = l~rn(Z)(z+iR)k-a , l <~k<~n-1, 
we find 
+ fl w xli?x  
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in (2.3) we find 
0-- f/.(z)(z + iR)kw(z)(iz - R) -1 dz - i f ] , ,~ . (x ) (x  + iR)k- 'w(x)  dx 
=(Tr. ,(z+iR)k)-- i [~r. ,(x-- iR)k-a],  l~k<~n-1 .  
Now the first term is zero because (z + iR) k is a polynomial of degree less than n and the { ¢r n } 
are orthogonal, thus 
[or., (x - iR)k-1] = 0, 1 ~< k ~ n - 1. (2.14) 
Application of (2.14) for k = 1 gives [or., 1] = 0, inserting this in the same formula for k -- 2 leads 
to 0 -- [or., x - iR 1 = [yr., x] + iR[cr., 1] = [¢rn, x]. In this manner we find 
[~r.,x k-l] =0,  l~<k~. - l .  (2.15) 
Hence, upon expanding ~r. in the polynomials { Pk ), we find from the fact that they are all 
monic: 
n- -1  
~r.(x) =p. (x )  + ~ ajpj(x). (2.16) 
j=0  
From (2.15) it is at once clear that aj = 0 (0 ~<j ~ n - 2), ~r. is orthogonal to 1, x, x z, x "-z, and 
moreover the "last" aj follows from 
[~r., P.-1] =an-l[Pn-a, P.- I ]"  (2.17) 
However the restriction on k in the second line of the proof can be omitted if the special g is 
used to find a formula connecting (., • ) and [-, • ] only: 
0= (~r., (z + iR)" )  - i [~r. ,  (x - iR ) " -a ] .  
Then (2.15) and the orthogonality of { ~r. } with respect o the inner product ( -, • ) imply 
(~r., z " )= i[~r., P.-1]. (2.18) 
Combination of (2.17), (2.18) and (~r., z") = (~r., ~r.) yield 
an- l=  - - i [p . -a ,  P.-1] 4:0, n>~l,  
which is nothing else but (2.12) for k >/1; the starting value 0_ 1 =#0 follows from other 
representations, from % =P0 = 1 we get no information as P-1 = 0. Not only has (2.12) been 
proved, but also the fact that (2.9) holds for certain constants O k_ 1- 
To find another epresentation for the coefficients, put for n >~ 1 the following polynomial in 
formula (2.3): 
g (z )= ~r . (z ) -~r . ( - iR )  1 ~r . ( z ) -T r . ( - iR )  
i z -  R = -~ z + iR 
1{ p , , ( z ) -pn( - iR )  _ i0.-1 p, ,_ l (z ) -p ._a( - iR)  } 
= z+iR  z+iR  , degg=n-1 .  
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Because 
and 
we find 
frg(Z)W(Z ) dz= fr ( ~r,(z)- ~r, ( - iR )} ( i z -  R)-Iw(z) dz 
= (~r,, 1) - 7r , ( - iR)(1,  1) 
fl_lg(X ) W(X) dx= T1 ,,1_/j- 1 pn(-iR)-p,,(x)_iR_x w(x) dx - ion_ 1 
X f l l  Pn-1( -  iR)--ST-~- x-pn-l(x) W(X)dx} 
1 = T{q,( - iR) - iO,_ lq ,_ l ( - iR)} , 
1 O=(Trn, 1)-Trn(- iR)(1,1)+T{q,(- iR)- iOn_,qn_l(- iR)} , n>~l. (2.19) 
For n >~ 1 we have (G, 1) = 0, (1, 1) = #0 and from (2.9): G( - iR )  =p,(- iR) - i0n_ l ( - iR) ,  
which shows the following form for (2.19): 
1 (p,(- iR)-O,_lp,_l(- iR)}t~o = T(q, ( - iR) - iO,_ lq ,_ l ( - iR)},  n>~ 1, 
from which an equation for the 0 's is found: 
1 p,_,(-iR)O,_,= Tp~( - iR ) .  (2.20) 
For n = 0 this reads: 8_ 1 =/~0, the starting value for the 0 's. From Lemma 2.2: 0_ 1 4~ 0; from 
(2.12), (1.5) for n >/1: On_ 1 =~ 0. Together they imply (2.10). Formula (2.10') for k + 1 and (2.5) 
for z = - iR  lead to (2.11) for k >/1: 
lpk+l(--iR ) l {(--iR--ak)O~(--iR)--bkok_l(--iR)} 
Oh= pk(_iR ) = pk(_iR ) 
bk 
=--R+iak+ Ok_a, k>~l. 
From (2.10') for k = 1, (2.5) with k = 0 and (2.6), we find (2.11) for k = 0: 
_ b 0 01( - iR )  ~°( - iR  a° )+ ib°  =-R+ai  o+- .
0°= ( - iR )  = i/~0 /~0 Po 
So the existence of the system { ~r k} implies (2.9)-(2.12). 
Conversely, assume we have the situation with w as described; then define the system { rr k } by 
(2.9) and (2.10). Because of Lemma 2.3, which will be proved after finishing the proof of the 
theorem for the sake of exposition, it follows that the 0 's given by (2.10) are all different from 
zero. Again (2.3) is used: 
(~r,, (z + iR) k) = i[~r,, (x - iR )  k-a] = i[ p,-iO,_,p,_a, (x - iR )  k-l] =0  (,) 
for l~<k~<n-1 .  
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Now (2.19),(2.10) and (2.9) for z= - iR  imply (~r,, 1 )=0,  n>~l. Then (*)  and (~r,, 1 )=0 
(n >_- 1) give (~r,, z k) = 0 for 1 ~ k ~< n - 1, n >/2 (by recursion). 
Furthermore, as (~r,, ~',) = (rr,, (z + iR)") we have for n >/1: 
(~r., ~r.)= i[~r., (x - iR )  "-x] = i[p. ,  (x -  iR ) " - ' ]  +O._ l [p ._  1, (x - iR )  "-1] 
= O.-l[  P. -1,  P . -1] ,  
leading to the conclusion: the system { rrk} defined by (2.9) and (2.10) is orthogonal on F 
(0-1 = ~0 = (1, 1) 4:0 because of Lemma 2.2). [] 
We still have to prove that, given a weight w satisfying the conditions of Theorem 2.1, formula 
(2.10) leads to a sequence of 0's all different from zero. To prove this, we will use the basic 
formula (2.20). 
Lemma 2.3. Consider (2.20) and let for certain n >t 1 
Pk_a(-- iR) q:O, O~k~n,  
p. ( - iR )  =0.  (2.21) 
Then ~r.( z ) :=p.(z)  is orthogonal with respect o (., • ) on F and moreover 
(p. ,  p.) = 0. 
Proof. Because of Lemma 2.2 and (2.21), it is possible to define the complex orthogonal 
polynomials ~'0, rrl . . . .  , ~r._ 1 as before (n >i 1!). The formula 
(~r . , ( z+ iR)k )= i [~r . , (x - - iR )k -1 ] ,  k>_-l, (2.22) 
still holds for any polynomial ~r.(z). 
Put rr.(z) :=p.(z)  + otp._a(Z ). Then it is obvious that ~r. is orthogonal to ~rk_ 1 for 0 ~< k - 1 
~n-2 ,  i.e., for 1 <~k<~n- 1. 
To ensure (~r., %) = 0, we invoke (2.19) and find 
0= (~r., 1) = - ip . ( - iR )  - iap . _a ( - iR ) ,  
and thus a = 0 by (2.21). Thus rr.(z) =p.(z) .  Applying (2.22) with k = n: 
(p. ,  p . )=(~r . ,  ~r.)=(~r., (z + iR)" )=i [~r . ,  (x - iR )  "-1] = i [p . ,  (x - iR ) " - ' ]  =0.  
Thus the only candidate for the n th degree orthogonal polynomial has an "innersquare" equal to 
zero. [] 
Corollary 2.4. There does not exist an n such that (2.21) holds, i.e., the construction of orthogonal 
polynomials ( ~r, } cart be carried on ad inf. 
Proof. Applying Cauchy's theorem again, we find 
w(z) dz f lp:ix)w(x) dx 
(p . ,  p.)  = (z)  iz--- R = - id - -  R 
f lP:(X)W(X) dx .f lxp:(x dx = R x2 + + 1 )w(x)  x2 + R------ , 
and it is obvious that Re(p., p.) 4:0 and thus (p., p.) ~: O: contradiction. [] 
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Remark. The case R = 0 was easier because the expression i/~oPk_a(0 ) --qk-l(O) in (2.10) is 
different from zero for all k because {Pk }, ( qk } have no zeros in common, Pk- 1(0), qk- 1(0) ~ R 
and Re/~o ~ 0. 
This section will be concluded by a sort of "inversion" of (2.9) as in [2]. From (2.9) we can 
write 
n 
(pn, l)=(vrn+iOn_lPn_l, 1)=iOn_l(Pn_l, 1) . . . . .  I-I (i0v_l)(l, 1), (2.23) 
v=]  
and similarly 
(Pn, vrk) = iOn-x(Pn-1, qrk), l <~ k ~ n - 1, 
which, applied repeatedly, give 
n 
1 
I2I (iOv-1)[Pk-1, Pk-1]- (2.24) (p,,  ~rk)= y '  (iOv_l)(Pk, ~rk)=Tv= k 
v=k+l  
Combination of (2.23) and (2.24) leads to the inversion (empty product equals 1): 
p , ( z )= E ]-'I (i0v-1 ~rk(z)- (2.25) 
k=0 v=k+l  
As a final remark, it must be pointed out that examples that do not work on the semicircle (i.e., 
R = 0) cannot be given here. For instance w(z)= z 2, an example that will be considered in 
connection with symmetric weights, gives 
j/ ( 1 01 /~o = a( i z -R)  -1 dt=2R{1- ( l ' r r - * )R}=2R 1-  tan- ½g--q,) >0, 
because 0 < ~ < ½~. 
3. The three-term recurrence 
Although we are dealing with a non-Hermitian i ner product in (1.2), the well-known property 
that a sequence of orthogonal polynomials atisfies a three-term recurrence relation is not lost: 
the existence of a relation like that is ensured if only the inner product satisfies (zf, g) = (f ,  zg). 
Thus we can formulate the next theorem in analogy with [2], but without needing a condition 
for the existence of the complex orthogonal polynomials. 
Theorem 3.1. The ( monic, complex) polynomials (~r k ) orthogonal with respect o the inner product 
(1.2) satisfy the recurrence relation and initial values 
Ck+l(Z)=(z- - i~)¢k(Z)- - /3k~k_a(z) ,  k>_-O, 
where the coefficients ak, flk are given by 
a k=O k-Ok_ 1 - iak ,  k>~l, a 0=00- iao ,  
Ok - 1 
i lk-O---~_zbk_l=Ok_l(Ok_l+R--iak_l), k>~ l. 
(3.1) 
(3.2) 
(3.3) 
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The/3o is arbitrary (flo = t% can be convenient sometimes) and ak, bk are the coefficients in the 
three-term recurrence for the (monic, real) orthogonal polynomials { Pk) with respect to (1.1); 
{ O k ) as defined in (2.10)-(2.12). 
Proof. Insert (2.9) in (3.1) and replace Zpk(Z), ZPk_l(Z ) using (2.5); for k >~ 1 we then find 
{ ak + i (Ok- -Ok_  1 - -Otk )}Pk(2  ) + {b  k - f l k - -Ok_ l ( tXk  + iak_ l )}Pk_ l (2 )  
+ i(/3kOk_2 -- bk_,Ok_l}Pk_z(Z ) -- O. 
As the (Pk } are linearly independent, this entails the following equations: 
a k + i(O k -- Ok_ 1 - -  ak )  = 0 ,  k >/1, 
bk- - /3k- -Ok- l (ak+iak- -1)=O,  k>~l,  (3.4) 
/3kOk - 2 -- bk -  lOk - 1 = O, k >1 2. 
The last line of (3.4) gives (3.3) for k >_- 2 with the aid of (2.11), and the first line leads to (3.2) for 
k >~ 1. Combination of (3.2) and (2.11), together with the second line of (3.4) for k = 1, 
immediately proves the validity of the last line of (3.4)--and thus (3.3)--for k = 1. Finally 
~rl(z ) = z - ia 0 =pa(Z) - i0 0 = z - a 0 - i0 0 implies (3.2) for k = 0. The second line is now 
automatically satisfied in (3.4) for all k >/1. rq 
Remarks. (1) A different formulation for (3.2) follows from (2.11): 
m0 bk bo__ = _ R + (3.5) 
a k=-R-Ok_  a+ Ok_l, k>~l,  a o=-R+ 0-1 ~o 
(2) Comparing coefficients of z k in (3.1), a simple recursion shows 
( ~rk(Z)=Z k -  iOk_ 1 + ~ a,, zk - l  + " " ,  k >~ 1, (3.6) 
m=0 
a formula that will be used later on in the study of the location of zeros. 
(3) The foregoing can, as carried out in [2], be applied to the case of the Jacobi weight 
w(z) = (1 - z)"(1 + z) ' (a > -1 ,  /3 > -1 ;  for fractional powers principal branches are used). 
This time, however, special care in connection with the numerical evaluation of integrals is not 
necessary. For instance, 
( l -x ) ' (1  +x)  ' x (1 -x ) ' (1  +x)  ' 
/%=R x2 RE dx+i  x2 RE dx,  
1 + 1 + 
and x -- 0 does not constitute a singularity for the integrals. 
4. Symmetric weights 
In the remaining part of the paper, the weight w 
conditions given before, symmetric, i.e., 
w(z)  = w( -z ) .  
will be, apart from the integrability 
(4.1) 
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In this case the ordinary orthogonal polynomials on ( -  1, 1), with respect o the function w(x) 
satisfying w(x)= w( -x )  now, will be even or odd according to whether the degree is even or 
odd (the coefficients a k in the relation (2.5) vanish). The main effect on the formulae in Sections 
2 and 3 is simplification: 
fl w(x) /~o=R x2 R2 dx>0,  (4.2) 
1 + 
bk 
O k=-R+ Ok_l, k=0,1 ,2 , . . . ,  0 -1=/ to ,  (4.3) 
• rk+l(Z)=(z--iak)~rk(Z)--flk~rk_,(Z), k>~O, ~r_l(z) = 0, ¢r0(z) = 1, 
(4.4) 
~=0~-0~_1, k>l, ~0=00, 13~=0~_1(0~_1+a), k>~l, 
as can be seen immediately by inserting a k = 0 in (2.11) for (4.3), in (3.1)-(3.3) for (4.4) and 
from the fact that xw(x) is odd for (4.2). 
The most important fact, however, is stated in the next theorem. 
Theorem 4.1. Let w be as before and satisfy the symmetry condition (4.1). Then 
On_l>O, n=0,  1 ,2 , . . . .  (4.5) 
Proof. For n = 0, formula (4.5) follows from (4.3) and (4.2); for n >1 1 we use an integral 
representation for the calculation of 0,_ 1 . From (2.12): 
1 2 
('an, ~n) =O, - l [Pn -1 ,  Pn-1] =On- l  f ' f~- l (X )W(X)  dx .  (4.6) 
Now (~r,, 7r,)= (or,, p,)= (p , -  iO,_~p,_~, Pn) and application of Cauchy's formula leads to 
f2 (p~-iO~_lpn_ 1,p~) - - i  {p~(x)_iO~_lP~_i(x)p~(x) } w(x) dx 1 x+iR  
f2 =i  {xp~(x)_ROn_apn_l(x)p,(x)} w(x) dx 
1 X 2 + R 2 
1 + f (O,_lXpn_l(x)p,(x)+Rp~(x)} w(x) dx 
--1 X 2 q- R 2 " 
The first integral on the right-hand side vanishes ince the integrand is an odd function of x, and 
then combining the result with (4.6) we find 
( f l  2 1 Xpn_ l (X)Pn(X  ) 
0,_, lp~_a(x)w(x ) dx -  f'_ x2 R2 
1 + 
f~ d(x) w( x ) dx = R x2 R2 w( x ) dx. 
1 + 
(4.7) 
Because xp,_l(x)p,(x ) = x2p2_l(X) -bn_lXpn_l(X)pn_2(x ) it is possible to write 
f~ xp._l(x)pn(X)w(x)dx= f~ d_~(~)w(x)dx- Raf~ d_~(x)w(x)dx 
1 X2 + R 2 -1 1 x 2 -t'- R 2 
f2 xp"-2(xlp"-l(X)w(x) dx. 
-- bn_ 1 X 2 R 2 
1 + 
(4.8) 
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Finally we need an integral formula from the application of Cauchy's theorem to (or n, Pn-1) = 0, 
again using the fact that pn(x)pn_l(X) and xp~_l(x) are odd: 
f f ]  Xpn(x)Pn-I(X)W(X) dx. (4.9) 1 pLl(x) w(x) = 
ROn-1 x 2 R 2 x 2 R 2 -1 + 1 + 
The induction argument then runs as follows: 
- assume 0 n_l >0f° ran  n w i thn>~l ,  
- then (4.9) implies 
xpn(x)Pn- l(xlw(xldx>O, 
1 X2 + R 2 
- then (4.8) for n + 1 instead of n implies 
xpn ( x )__Pn + I ( X ) fl 1 2 w(x) dx < f~lp;,(x)w(x ) dx,  J -1  X 2 + R E 
- then (4.7) for n + 1 instead of n implies 0 n > 0. [] 
Remarks. (1) Combination of (4.3) and (4.5) leads to 
bnR bn (4.10) < On_l < ~-,  n=0,1 ,2  . . . . .  
RE + bn+ l
(2) The case w(z) = z 2 which cannot be treated for a semicircle, leads to, taking for instance 
R = 1 (a quarter circle): 
3¢r-  8 
%(z)  =1,  ~rl(Z) = z 3 (4_  ~r) i, 
,r3(z) = z 3 3(15,r - 47) 5 i z2 -  + 
~r2(z) =z  2 4 (19-  6¢r). 3 
5(3 r-8) l z  5 '  
9(15~r - 47).  
35(19-  6 , r ) l " ' "  . 
5.  The  zeros  in  the  symmetr i c  case  
The location of the zeros of { *r n } will now be studied, using a symmetric weight (4.1), which 
may have a finite number of zeros on the interval ( -  1, 1). The result (4.5) of Theorem 4.1 will 
play an important role in the sequel. First we have the following theorem. 
Theorem 5.1. All zeros of Ir n (z) have positive imaginary parts and, in fact, belong to the half strip 
S+= {z ~ C: Im z > 0, [Re z[ ~< Pn}, where Pn is the largest zero of the real orthogonal poly- 
nomial pn(x ) (thus Pn < 1). 
Proof. Because the orthogonal polynomials pn(x), pn_l('x) have no common zeros, the zeros of 
~rn(z ) cannot be real. This follows from (2.9) and 6,_ l ~ R \{0}.  But then they are either in the 
strip as given in the theorem, or in the conjugate strip (Im z < 0) according to [4, Corollary 3]. 
n-1 and by (4.5) 0n_ 1 > 0. Thus But by (3.6) the sum of the zeros is equal to iSn_1 + Em=0a,,, = iSn-1 
the imaginary parts are all positive. [] 
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Now we are going to exploit the fact that symmetry of the weight w implies that w(x) with 
x ~ ( -1 ,  1) is even: 
p. (z) is even or odd according to n being even or odd: Pn ( - z ) = ( - 1)"p. (z).  
Denote by ~(z) the polynomial that arises from q(z) by conjugating the coefficients only, 
q ~ C[z]. Then the fact that the coefficients of the real orthogonal polynomials p.(z)  are real 
implies 
~. ( - z )  = ( -1 )%(z ) .  (5.a) 
Indeed, 
=p. ( -z )  - = ( -1 ) "p° (z )  - 
= ( -1 ) "{  p,(z)  + iOn_lpn_l(Z)} =( - -1 ) 'p , (Y ) - - iO ,_ lp , _ l (Y )=( - -1 )n~,  
and of course %(5)= ~,(z) (for an arbitrary polynomial!). This leads to the following lemma. 
Lemma 5.2. The zeros of %(z) are symmetric with respect o the imaginary axis. Thus: %(~) = 0 
=0.  
Proof. This follows from (5.1): 
0=%(~)=( -1 ) '~( -~)=( -1 ) "%( -~)  ~ %(-~)=0. [] 
The main result of this section is stated in the next theorem. 
Theorem 5.3. All zeros of %(z) are contained in M+= {z ~ C: ]z + iR I < v/R 2 + 1, Im z > 0} 
(even better: inside M + N S + ), with the possible exception of just one simple zero situated on the 
positive imaginary axis. 
Proof. There are three cases to consider. 
(a) ~ is a zero, not on the imaginary axis, so -~  is a zero too and % is divisible by 
(z -~ ' ) ( z - [ -~)  =z  2 -  2i(Im ~)z - [~. ]2 ;  
(b) ir a, ir 2 are two different zeros on the positive imaginary axis, % is divisible by 
( z - i ra ) (z - i r2 )=z  2 +i(q  + r2)z -qr2 ;  
(c) ir 0 is a zero of multiplicity at least two with r 0 > 0, % is divisible by 
(z - ir 0)2 = z 2 _ 2roz _ r° z. 
In all three cases, call the remainder after division r._2(z), then z~._2(z ) is a polynomial of 
degree n -  1 (only the coefficients have been conjugated) and the orthogonality of the { %) 
implies 
Application of Cauchy's theorem gives 
f r  % dz dx - - i f  a ~"(x)x~"-z (x )w(x)  i x -  R" O= (Z)Z~'n-2(Z)W(Z):i-'Z-- R ~-1 
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Now ~r.(x) has the factor rn_z(X ) and because the path of integration is now the real interval 
( -  1, 1): r._2(x)~._z(X ) = I r.-z(X) I 2. In case (a) we find 
2 w(x) dx 
f_l {x2_2 i ( i  m~)x-  1~12}(xZ-iRx)lrn_2(x)[ x2 + R 2 -0 ,  
a 
and taking real parts it turns out that the following integral vanishes 
f_, (x2_ [~[2_2R im~)x2[ r . _2 (x ) [  2 w(x) 1 X2+R 2dx=0" 
Now 1 - I~12- 2R Im ~" ~< 0 leads to x 2 -  I~12- 2R Im ~ < 0 on ( -1 ,  1), leading to a con- 
tradiction; therefore we must have 
1 -  l~ ' [2 -2R Im~>0.  
Putting ~" = u + i v, this is equivalent to 
1-uZ-v2-2vR>O ¢~ u2+(v+R)Z<R2+I  ¢:~ [~'+iRI <¢R2+1. 
In case (b) a similar calculation shows 1 - rar 2 - (r  1 + r2)R > 0; if both zeros are outside M+, we 
have r 1, r 2 >i R~ 5 + 1 - R, again leading to a contradiction. Case (c), finally, is treated just like 
case (a): r 0 ~ R, thus ro 2 = [r 0 [2. [] 
6. Concluding remarks 
It has been shown that the complex orthogonal polynomials orthogonal on a circular arc (of 
angle less than ,rr) with respect o the bilinear form (1.2) always exist. Moreover, they can be 
expressed as a simple linear combination of the real orthogonal polynomials on the interval 
[ -1 ,  1] with respect o the inner product (1.1). 
For circular arcs spanning the interval [ -1 ,  1] and being of length greater than ~r (i.e., the 
center moves to z = iR, R > 0), however, some care should be taken. 
Then the existence is only found after imposing a condition, which for the symmetric ase, for 
example, can be written as 
R 1 
pzm(iR )w(iR ) :~ ~-~ f'_ aP2m( X )W ( x ) x2--~--R2 
R 1 
l i p2m+ l (iR ) w(iR ) 4: ~_~ f'__ lXp2m+ 1 (x )w( X )x~ +_R2 
Even in the simple case w(z) -  1 + Z 2, we find exceptional values for R: taking m = 0, the 
polynomial % shows (%, %) = 0 for R > 0 satisfying R = (1 - R2)(~r - arctan(1/R));  leading to 
a single exceptional R value. The study of this matter, along with the search for zeros outside 
M+n S+ in the case of a circular arc of angle less than ~r, will be the subject of a forthcoming 
paper. 
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